How to Search for Classes on CUNYfirst
Non-Degree Students

Non-Degree students are students who are NOT seeking a degree at CUNY School of Professional Studies but are enrolling in credit bearing courses. Non-degree students - visiting students who are enrolled in a Non-CUNY institution and students who are not enrolled in a degree program – can take courses at CUNY SPS to fulfill admission or program requirements or for professional or personal enrichment. If you are a visiting student, you should consult with your home college advisor to ensure that credits earned at CUNY SPS will be transferrable to your degree program.

How to search for classes on CUNYfirst:

1. Click on the following link: CUNYfirst- Search for Classes
2. Input the search criteria:
   - Institution: SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
   - Term: The intended registration semester
     i.e. SPRING, SUMMER or FALL (for winter session, select SPRING)
   - Subject: The subject of the course, e.g. MATH - Mathematics
   - Select “SEARCH” on the bottom of the page

Note: To populate only courses offered in the winter session, select under Additional Search Criteria - session: Winter
3. A list of courses that fulfill the search criteria will generate. In the below example, additional search criteria: session was not selected so MATH 102 and MATH 215 sections are listed for the Spring semester as well as the Winter session.

Note that some courses might have multiple sections. Winter session courses will indicate as such under the “Section” column.
4. For more detail about the course, CLICK on the class number

After clicking the class number, e.g. 44374, information on the course will be listed; information such as Instruction Mode, Undergraduate or Graduate level, Textbook/Other Materials, Meeting Information (Note: if Instruction Mode is Fully Online, Days & Time/Room will be TBA), Pre-requisites, etc.